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ELEXIS will play a key role in building new dictionaries.
While the project is not concerned with dictionary building
itself, it will open the existing resources, digitize legacy data,
develop new language tools and services and make them
accessible in a network open to lexicographers, researchers,
software developers and other communities. This interlinked
infrastructure will facilitate fast building of high-quality
dictionaries and databases.

ELEXIS offers grants for research visits to facilitate the mobility
of researchers and maximise the availability of data, tools,
services and resources.

Building new dictionaries

Travel for research

Institutions available for visiting

Slovenia Institut Jozef Stefan (JSI)
The Netherlands Dutch Language Institute (INT)
Austria Austrian Academy of Sciences (OEAW)
Serbia Belgrade Center for Digital Humanities (BCDH)
Bulgaria Institute of Bulgarian Language Lyubomir
Andreychin (IBL)
Hungary Hungarian Academy of Sciences (RILMTA)
Israel K Dictionaries (KD)
Denmark Det Danske Sprog- og Litteraturselskab (DSL)
& University of Copenhagen (UCPH)
Germany Trier Center for Digital Humanities (TCDH)
Estonia Institute for Estonian Language (EKI)
Spain Real Academia Española (RAE)
For more information,
visit www.elex.is/grants-for-research-visits

‘No one needs dictionaries anymore.’

ELEXIS: ‘More people than ever before use dictionaries.
Not so much printed ones, but dictionary data are now
built into mobile phones, software, systems and are
in use all the time. New and updated dictionaries are
badly needed fast.’

Opening up dictionaries, linguistic data and
language tools for European communities.

What is it?
How to gain access?
information inside

elexis.official

elexis_eu
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EUROPE
the home of isolated dictionaries
Europe is the home of some of the greatest dictionaries and
other lexicographic resources. But they are isolated. Linking
them, digitizing, standardizing their formats and making them
talk to each other will create a unique network aided by the
latest language software and tools.
This is what ELEXIS aims to achieve.
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ELEXIS aims to address the widest audience possible:
from experts and academics to the general public and
casual users in need of linguistic information and data.

Academic institutions throughout the EU will have access to a
variety of resources as they are developed and made available
in the course of the project.

Who is ELEXIS for?

Gain access to tools and data

Lexicographers & linguists

Find out what is available already!

Technology experts

Gain access for your institution.

Digital humanities experts

Contact

Enrich your own lexicographic data or beneﬁt from the
data provided by the whole community.

Improve the quality of your algorithms and applications
with validated linked open language data.

Use the new tools to explore your textual data and
beneﬁt from links to modern and historical resources.

www.elex.is

@elexis_eu

info@elex.is

@elexis.official

Commercial entities

Join ELEXIS with an observer status, enhance your data
by accessing our infrastructure, tools and services based
on validated high quality data.

General public

Language enthusiasts, learners or teachers can beneﬁt
from new and updated dictionaries and digital language
tools.

#elexis_eu
#elexistravel
#travelgrants

This project has received funding from the European
Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme under grant agreement No. 731015.
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ELEXIS Resources
ELEXIS will make available various lexicographic
and linguistic resources such as:
● online dictionaries
● lexicographic databases
● digitized legacy dictionaries
● language tools and services
Some resources will need to be developed from
scratch in the course of the project, some will
be updated, upgraded, expanded and enriched
before they will be made available. Some
resources are available right from the start of
the project.
See overleaf for the list of available resources.

Gain free access
via your institution.
www.sketchengine.eu/elexis
Check which institutions have access already:
www.sketchengine.eu/elexis-list
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Resources
available now

correct in July 2018
visit www.elex.is to check the updated list

Analyse preloaded text corpora or build your
own in 90+ languages to learn how language
works or to simply look up information about
any word or phrase.

LEXONOMY
Build your own dictionaries or glossaries
however big or small in this cloud-based opensource dictionary writing and online dictionary
publishing platform. Beneﬁt from the Sketch
Engine and Lexonomy integration.

